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Abstract 
A group G is hc if and only if every finite index subgroup of G is isomorphic to G. If G is 
finitely generated, nilpotent, and hc, then G is free abelian with rank equal to the minimal 
number of generators of G. A topological corollary is stated. 
1. Introduction 
The problem investigated in this paper came out of an attempt to understand 
a topological concept, called H-connectedness, formalized by Jungck [S] and the 
observation that for compact 3-manifolds, questions about H-connected 3-manifolds 
lead naturally to the Poincark Conjecture and the Residual Finiteness question. Since 
solutions to these problems have proven to be elusive, a change in point of view was 
required. That change, especially its group-theoretic aspects, is developed below. 
Definition 1.1. A first countable, connected, Hausdorff space, Y, is H-connected if and 
only if whenever p : X -+ Y is a finite sheeted connected covering space of Y, it follows 
that p is a global homeomorphism. 
For finite-dimensional, compact, H-connected manifolds, M, it is straightforward 
to verify that the first integral homology H 1 (M) is trivial (see [12]). This, combined 
with the fact that all compact l- or 2-dimensional H-connected manifolds are simply 
connected, prompted E. Robinson in a private communication with Jungck [S, 
Chapter lo], to conjecture that all finite-dimensional compact H-connected manifolds 
are simply connected. However, according to [12], this is not the case. For all finite 
dimensions larger than 3, there are compact, in fact closed, manifolds that are 
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H-connected but not simply connected. In dimension 3, the situation is more complic- 
ated and the answer to Robinson’s conjecture is not known, see [ll]. For some 
additional problems relating the topology of three manifolds to group theory see 
c2,3, 71. 
The reason that Robinson’s conjecture has a negative solution in dimensions 
greater than 3 and is much harder to analyze in dimension 3 depends on the interplay 
between group theory and topology. Recall that for connected finite-dimensional 
manifolds, M, there is a one-to-one correspondence between subgroups of the funda- 
mental group and connected covering spaces of M. This prompted the following 
rephrasing of the notion of H-connectedness as a group-theoretic concept. 
Definition 1.2. Let G be a group. G is Hc, or H-connected, if and only if whenever 
K < G with [G:K] < cc, then G = K. Equivalently, G is Hc if and only if it has no 
proper subgroups of finite index. 
Phrased in this manner, Higman’s [4] finitely presented groups with no proper 
finite index subgroups or his finitely presented infinite simple groups developed in [S] 
come to mind. The fact that these groups can be the fundamental group of closed 
n-manifolds for n 2 4, provides the examples showing that Robinson’s conjecture is in 
general false. The fact that these groups cannot be the fundamental group of a com- 
pact 3-manifold suggests the difficulty encountered in dimension 3. With a little more 
thought, the difficulty in dimension 3 becomes even more apparent. A compact 
H-connected 3-manifold would provide a negative answer to Hempel’s question 
about the residual finiteness of groups that are the fundamental group of compact 
3-manifolds. On the other hand, since from [12] and duality any compact H-connec- 
ted 3-manifold is a homology sphere, should the Residual Finiteness question have 
a positive solution, the Poincare Conjecture can be rephrased as “Is every compact 
H-connected 3-manifold a topological sphere?” 
Having run into these two famous unsolved problems, but still interested in gaining 
further insight into these concepts, the notions of H-connectedness were generalized. 
There are the following definitions: 
Definition 1.3. A first countable, connected, Hausdorff space, Y, is h-connected if and 
only if whenever p : X -+ Y is a finite sheeted connected covering then X is homeomor- 
phic to Y via some homeomorphism. A group G is hc, or h-connected, if and only if 
every finite index subgroup of G is isomorphic to G. If G is hc we will typically write 
G E hc and if G is Hc we will write G E J&Z. (Note the use of the lower case “h” in the 
definition. I usually read h-connected as “little h-connected” and H-connected as “big 
H-connected’ to distinguish between the two concepts.) 
Every H-connected space or group is trivially h-connected. However, there are 
h-connected spaces and groups that are not H-connected. The circle, S’, and the n-tori 
S’ x . . . x S’ are topological spaces that are h-connected but not H-connected. The 
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integers Z and finite direct products Z x ... x Z are h-connected groups that are not 
H-connected. There are finitely presented groups that are non-abelian hc groups. For 
instance, take H to be your favorite finitely presented infinite simple group, e.g., let 
H be one of Higman’s groups in [S], then H x Z is a non-abelian hc group. Since 
H x Z is finitely presented it is the fundamental group of a closed n-manifold for all 
n 2 4. However, it is not known whether the resulting topological space is h-con- 
nected. Recent investigations have focused on what topological properties h-connec- 
ted spaces exhibit and how close hc groups are to being abelian. The main result and 
its primary topological corollary to date are below. 
Theorem 1.4. Let G E hc be jinitely generated. If G is nilpotent and g = g(G) is the 
minimal number of generators of G, then G is free abelian of rank g. 
Corollary 1.5. Let M be a compact, sufficiently large, (PL) 3-manifold with n,(M) = 0. 
If x1(M) E hc is nilpotent then x1(M) is one of Z, Z @ Z, or Z @ Z @ Z. 
Note that if, in Corollary 1.5, it is M that is h-connected, instead of just its 
fundamental group, then the hypothesis on the “largeness” of M can be relaxed to 
“almost sufficiently large” while the conclusion remains the same. Additionally, note 
that Theorem 1.4 can be rephrased to give a necessary and sufficient condition for 
a finitely generated group to be finitely generated free abelian. 
The second section of this manuscript contains a sequence of lemmas leading up to 
a proof of Theorem 1.4 and Corollary 1.5. Section 3 contains unsolved problems 
related to these concepts. The algebraic terminology used in this paper comes 
primarily from [9] although some readers may find [6] to be helpful. A reasonable 
general reference for the topology is [lo]. As noted above, the reader interested in the 
topology of 3-manifolds is encouraged to consult [2] and [7]. 
2. The proof of the Main Theorem 
Lemma 2.1. Let G E hc be finitely generated. If G is abelian, then G has no nontrivial 
torsion. 
Proof. Since G is finitely generated abelian, G g (@F= ,Z) @ T where T is a finitely 
generated torsion abelian group by the Fundamental Theorem of Finitely Generated 
Abelian Groups. Since T is finitely generated torsion abelian, it is finite. Therefore, 
@YE ,Z is a subgroup of G of finite index. Since G E hc, it follows that G g @r= rZ. 
So T=O. 0 
Lemma 2.2. Suppose that G satisfies that maximal condition on abelian subgroups (see 
[9, p. 851). If A is an abelian subgroup of G and cp :G + G is a monomorphism such that 
A I q(A) then A = q(A). 
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Proof. Since A 5 q(A), it follows that for all n,k E N, q”(A) I v”‘~(A). Furthermore, 
since A is abelian, so is q”(A) for all n EN. Consider W = { q”(A)1 n EN}. Since 
G satisfies the maximal condition on abelian subgroups, %? contains a maximal 
element. So there is an N E N such that for k E N, (pN(A) = v~+~(A). Therefore, for all 
k EN, A = cpPN(cpN(A)) = ~-~(cp~‘~(A)) = qk(A). In particular, A = q(A). Cl 
Example 2.3. Let G = @,T=yZ. Let ej denote the element whose jth entry is a 1 and 
for which every other entry is 0. Define the group monomorphism q: G + G as 
follows. For n E i7+, q(e,“) = e2”- 1. For every j # 2”, n 2 2, q(ej) = esj. Note that 
G does not satisfy the maximal condition on abelian subgroups and that while 
A = 02,, Z I v(A), we do not have A = q(A). 
Lemma 2.4. Suppose G E hc and that G has a normal subgroup N such that for every 
monomorphism cp: G + G with N I q(G) and [G: q(G)] < co it follows that 
q(N) = N. Then GIN E hc. 
Proof. By the Isomorphism Theorems for groups, there is a one-to-one correspond- 
ence between the subgroups of G that contain N and those of G/N. Therefore, 
subgroups of G/N will be denoted by K/N where K is the unique subgroup of G that is 
mapped to K/N under the canonial projection G + G/N 4 1. Now suppose that 
[G/N: K/N] is finite. Since [G: K] = [G/N: K/N] and G E hc it follows that G g K. 
Let cp :G + K be an isomorphism. By assumption, q(N) = N. So, the induced map 
(p:G/N 4 q(G)/cp(N) is an isomorphism. But q(G)/cp(N) = K/N. So G/N z KIN 
and the result follows. 0 
Example 2.5. It is clear that the normal subgroup N I G and monomorphism 
cp: G -+ G must satisfy the condition that q(N) = N as the following easy example 
shows. Take G = 77. Take N = 42 and cp :G --f 22 given by ~(1) = 2. Then N < cp (G) 
but G/q(G) = 2122 $ hc since it is a finite nontrivial group. 
Proof of Theorem 1.4. Every nilpotent group, G, satisfies the property that an upper 
central series terminates at G. That is, there is an n E N such that 
1 <Z,=Z,(G) IZ, 5 ... <Z,=G. 
Say that G E 3’,,, if G E hc and is finitely generated, nilpotent with an upper central 
series in which Z, = G. Note that G ~3~ does not mean that n is the least natural 
number for which Z, = G. That is, G E 3n does not mean that the class of G is equal to 
n, see [9, p.1421. Observe that every finitely generated G E hc that is nilpotent is in 
some, in fact, infinitely many, 5?,,. The proof uses induction on n to show that every 3” 
contains only finitely generated abelian groups. 
(i) Suppose that G E $X1. Then G is finitely generated abelian since G has an upper 
central series 1 I Z,(G) = G. Therefore by Lemma 2.1, G is finitely generated free 
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abelian of rank g = g(G). Hence, 6i contains only finitely generated free abelian 
groups. 
(ii) Suppose that for all 1 2 k I n - 1, LS?~ contains only free abelian groups. 
Suppose that G ET,,. If G is abelian we are done. So, suppose that G is not abelian. 
Then G has an upper central series 
1 <Z,=Zi(G) <Zz I ... <Z,=G. 
Note that since G is non-abelian, Z, # 1 and Z1 # G. We show that G/Z1 l hc. 
Suppose that [G/Z, :K/Z,] < 00. Then [G: K] = [G/Z,: K/Z,] < cc. Hence 
G E hc implies that G g K. Let q : G + K be an isomorphism. Since q is an isomor- 
phism, cp(Z,) = cp(Z,(G)) = Z,(K). But K I G. Therefore Z1 I Z,(K). Further- 
more, by [9,8.4.35], G finitely generated and nilpotent implies that G satisfies the 
maximal condition on subgroups. Hence, it satisfies that maximal condition on 
abelian subgroups. Therefore, by Lemma 2.2, cp(Z,) = Zi. Therefore, by Lemma 2.4, 
G/Z1 E hc. Furthermore, since G is finitely generated, G/Z1 is finitely generated and 
since G is not abelian, g(G/Z,) = g 2 1. Finally, by observe that G/Z1 E TH_ 1. 
Therefore, G/Z1 is free abelian of rank g 2 1. 
Let F denote that free abelian group on g generators. There is the following short 
exact sequence of groups: 
l+Z,-+G+F+l. 
The sequence splits. Hence G r Z1 F where Z1 F is a semi-direct product. But for 
z EZ~, zFz-’ = F since Z, is the center of G. Therefore G g Z1 x F and so G is 
abelian. Contradiction. Thus T,, contains only finitely generated abelian groups. So 
the full result follows by induction. 0 
Proof of Corollary 1.5. The indicated groups are the only hc groups that appear in 
Evans and Moser’s list [1] of solvable 3-manifold groups for 3-manifolds of the 
indicated type. 0 
It is interesting to note that the conclusion of Theorem 1.4 does not follow if one 
allows G to be infinitely generated. Let Q denote the group of rationals under the 
usual addition. It is torsion free. Q is an infinite divisible abelian group and therefore, 
by [9,5.2.27], has no proper subgroup of finite index. So Q is an H-connected group 
and is therefore trivially h-connected. Being abelian, Q is certainly nilpotent. But, just 
as certainly, it is not free abelian. 
3. Questions 
Observe that if G is a group that is the fundamental group of a finite complex 
M then G is Hc if and only if M is H-connected. In particular, if M is compact finite 
dimension (PL) manifold then M is H-connected if and only if xl(M) is Hc. However, 
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if G is the fundamental group of a finite complex M it does not follow that M is 
h-connected if and only if G is hc. For example, take M = S’ u I where S1 is the unit 
circle in R2 and I is the interval on the x-axis from (1,0) to (2,0). Then x1(M) = Z 
which is an hc group but M has a double cover J u M where J is the interval from 
( - 1,0) to ( - 2,0), that is clearly not homeomorphic to M. However, if one assumes 
that M is a compact connected l- or 2-dimension manifold then M is h-connected if 
and only if nI (M) is hc. 
Question 3.1. The general question is therefore, for what other dimensions, if any, is it 
true that a manifold M is h-connected if and only if z1 (M) is hc? In fact, it seems to me 
that this question is interesting even if one places the additional restriction on rrl (M) 
that it is nilpotent, i.e., in light of Theorem 1.4, that rcr (M) is free abelian. 
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